From the moment the student steps into the premises of Oxford English School, the transformation set in.

The change is gradual, graded & guided.

The intention is to ensure that every moment of the childhood is enjoyed to the fullest & every opportunity to learn is utilized to the

The confidence of Knowledge maximum.

The end result is that the student transforms into an individual full of enthusiasm, confidence & knowledge to face global challenges both professionally & socially & emerge successful.

It is not about quantifying the knowledge imbibed that makes learning here unique. It is the quality & the precise use of the knowledge in day to day living that makes Oxford exceptional.

For Admissions:

OXFORD ENGLISH SCHOOL
Mutloor Bypass Road, Thillainayagapuram, Near Vandigate, Chidambaram, Cuddalore Dist - 608001, Tamil Nadu, INDIA.
T: 04144 - 294324 | M: +91 99433 91262 | email: admissionoxford2013@gmail.com